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iv Journal of Feminist Scholarship 15 (Fall 2018)

FROM THE EDITORS

We are pleased to announce some exciting recent changes with JFS!  
First, we updated the journal’s web platform to both enhance and streamline the submission-to-

publication process. We hope that you find the new site more informative, efficient, and aesthetically 
pleasing.

Second, JFS’s institutional home expanded. The journal is now part of a joint venture between the 
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth and the University of Rhode Island.  We are grateful for this 
partnership, made possible by JFS founding coeditor, Dr. Jeannette E. Riley, because it provides the journal 
with more extensive institutional support for our continued success and growth.

Third, our editorial board shifted. With the completion of Issue 15, JFS Executive Editor and cofounder 
Dr. Anna M. Klobucka moved into the position of coeditor. Dr. Klobucka led JFS for six years and ushered 
through numerous issues with her insightful intellect and editorial precision. We are appreciative of all 
her hard work as Executive Editor and are thankful for her continued commitments to JFS. After many 
years as a coeditor, JFS cofounder Dr. Catherine Villanueva Gardner has stepped down from the Editorial 
Board. We would like to express our deepest gratitude for her profound contributions to JFS, and we 
are thrilled she will continue to guide JFS as a member of the journal’s Advisory Board. We are also 
pleased to report two additions to the Editorial Board: Dr. Heather M. Turcotte as Executive Editor and Dr. 
Anupama Arora as coeditor. Dr. Turcotte and Dr. Arora bring critical feminist insight and sound editorial 
experience to JFS and we look forward to their leadership. In our new working relationship, we are excited 
for the continued development of JFS as a site for transnational feminist exchanges and critical feminist 
knowledge production.

Lastly, we are pleased to announce the publication of Issue 15 (Fall 2018)! We hope you take some time 
to peruse the issue, download, and share.

As always, we welcome your submissions.

The Editorial Board, JFS
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